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Motivation

 Convolutional neural networks have dramatically reduced the computational overhead 
and complexity of models by using the convolutional operation with shared parameters

 During the convolutional operation, the kernel uses the same parameters in each 
receptive field to extract information, which does not consider the differential information 
from different locations -> the performance of the network is limited

 The convolutional process does not take into account the significance of each feature -> 
further reduces the efficiency of the extraction features -> ultimately restricts the 
performance of the model 

 The attention mechanism enables the model to concentrate on significant features

 The current spatial attention mechanism does not fully address the parameter sharing 
problem for larger convolutional kernels

 This paper proposes a novel receptive-field attention (RFA) that comprehensively 
addresses the above issues
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Contributions
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The main contributions in the paper:
1. Proposes a novel receptive-field attention (RFA) that comprehensively addresses the 

issue of parameter sharing for convolutional kernels and takes into account the 
significance of each feature in the receptive field 

2. Designs the new convolutional operation (RFAConv) that can replace standard 
convolutional operations in current neural networks

3. Provides an upgraded version of CBAM and CA and conduct relevant experiments



Reviewing Standard Convolutional Operation
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Reviewing Spatial Attention
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 The spatial attention mechanism uses the attention map obtained through learning to highlight the 
importance of each feature



Spatial Attention and Standard Convolutional Operation
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Innovating Spatial Attention and Standard Convolutional Operation
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Receptive-Field Spatial Feature:
- The receptive-field spatial feature is specifically 
designed for convolutional kernels and is dynamically 
generated based on the kernel size

- The “Spatial Feature” refers to the original feature 
map. 

- The “Receptive-Field Spatial Feature” is the feature 
map transformed by spatial features, which is 
composed of non-overlapping sliding windows. 

- Each 3×3 size window in the receptive-field spatial 
feature represents a receptive-field slider



Innovating Spatial Attention and Standard Convolutional Operation
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Receptive-Field Attention Convolution (RFAConv):



Innovating Spatial Attention and Standard Convolutional Operation
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RFCAConv and RFCBAMConv:



Experiments and Discussions
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 Experiments:
 Verified the effectiveness on:
 Classification, 

 Object detection,

 Semantic segmentation

 The equipment for all experiments are based on RTX3090



Experiments and Discussions
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 Classification experiments on ImageNet-1k

ImageNet-1k contains a number of 1,281,167 training sets and 50,000 validation set



Experiments and Discussions
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 Classification experiments on ImageNet-1k

+0.09 +0.16 +1.64 +1.24

+0.16 +0.66 +0.92 +0.66



Experiments and Discussions
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 Classification experiments on ImageNet-1k



Experiments and Discussions
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Object detection experiments on COCO2017

COCO2017 contains 118,287 training set and 5,000 verification set



Experiments and Discussions
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 Object detection experiments on VOC7+12

VOC consist of 16,551 training set and 4,952 validation set



Experiments and Discussions

16 VOC consist of 16,551 training set and 4,952 validation set

 Semantic segmentation



Conclusions

 This paper proposed a novel attention mechanism called RFA and devise a 
novel convolution operation, which improves CNN network performance.

 Emphasized the importance of directing attention to the receptive-field 
spatial feature to enhance network performance.

 Opinions:
 Review the overview of Spatial Attention algorithms, Convolution Operation, their 

advantages, and disadvantages

 Lacks the comparative results with SOTA in each dataset

 Leverage this idea for the Tomatoes Detection topic based on YOLOv8

 Try to implement and improve the RFA with light-weight convolutional techniques
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Thank you for your attention!
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Apendix



YOLOv8 architecture
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C2f

 Backbone: 

 CSP (Cross Stage Partial Network)

 SPPF (Spatial Pyramid Pooling Fast)

 C3 is replaced by C2f

 Neck: PAN (Path Aggregation Network)

 Remove CONV structure

 C3 is replaced by C2f

 Detection head: Free anchor

 Loss function:

 Classification: BCE (Binary Cross Entropy) Loss

 Regression: DFL (Distribution Focal Loss) + CIoU (Complete-IoU) Loss
https://blog.csdn.net/qq_29788741/article/details/128626422



C3 vs C2f
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https://openmmlab.medium.com/dive-into-yolov8-how-does-this-state-of-the-art-model-work-10f18f74bab1



Detection heads
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https://openmmlab.medium.com/dive-into-yolov8-how-does-this-state-of-the-art-model-work-10f18f74bab1



Review YOLOv5 architecture
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SPP layer

 Three parts: 

 Backbone: CSPDarknet53+ SPP layer

 CSP (Cross Stage Partial Network)

 SPP (Spatial Pyramid Pooling )

 Neck: PANet (Path Aggregation Network) 

 YOLO detection head

https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5/issues/6998#41



Review YOLOv8 architecture
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https://openmmlab.medium.com/dive-into-yolov8-how-does-this-state-of-the-art-model-work-10f18f74bab1



C3 vs C2f
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https://openmmlab.medium.com/dive-into-yolov8-how-does-this-state-of-the-art-model-work-10f18f74bab1



Detection head
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https://openmmlab.medium.com/dive-into-yolov8-how-does-this-state-of-the-art-model-work-10f18f74bab1



YOLOv8 innovation and improvement points:

1. Backbone: The idea of CSP is still used , but the C3 module in YOLOv5 is 
replaced by the C2f module to achieve further lightweight, and YOLOv8 still 
uses the SPPF module used in YOLOv5 and other architectures

2. PAN-FPN: There is no doubt that YOLOv8 still uses the idea of PAN, but by 
comparing the structure diagrams of YOLOv5 and YOLOv8, we can see that 
YOLOv8 deletes the convolution structure in the PAN-FPN upsampling stage 
in YOLOv5, and also replaces the C3 module with C2f module

3. Decoupled-Head: Did you smell something different? Yes, YOLOv8 went to 
Decoupled-Head;

4. Anchor-Free: YOLOv8 abandoned the previous Anchor-Base and used the 
idea of Anchor-Free;

5. Loss function: YOLOv8 uses BCE Loss as classification loss and DFL Loss+CIOU 
Loss as regressiontion loss
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https://github.com/akashAD98/yolov8_in_depth



 Classification Loss: BCE (Binary Cross Entropy) Loss

 yi is GT label

 yi_hat is predicted label

YOLOv8 Loss Function
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https://paperswithcode.com/method/varifocal-loss



 Regression Loss: DFL (Distribution Focal Loss)

 s is probability

 y is a label

 yi and yi+1 are interval orders (yi <= y <= yi+1 )

YOLOv8 Loss Function
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https://blog.csdn.net/qq_29788741/article/details/128626422



YOLOv8 Loss Function
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https://learnopencv.com/iou-loss-functions-object-detection/

 Regression Loss: CIoU



RFAConv code
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Innovating Spatial Attention and Standard Convolutional Operation
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Unfold method



Semantic segmentation vs Instance segmentation
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There are different types of segmentation techniques, including semantic segmentation which assigns a class 
label to each pixel in the image, and instance segmentation which not only assigns class labels but also 
distinguishes between different instances of the same class (e.g. different cars in an image).

https://blog.roboflow.com/difference-semantic-segmentation-instance-segmentation/



Standard convolution vs Group convolution
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https://www.jeremyjordan.me/convnet-architectures/



BAM: Bottleneck Attention Module
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https://medium.com/lunit/bam-and-cbam-self-attention-modules-for-cnn-585e042c607f



CBAM: Convolutional Block Attention Module
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https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.1807.06521



CA: Coordinate Attention Module
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https://medium.com/@hichengkang/paper-review-coordinate-attention-for-efficient-mobile-network-design-52ff23074e04



CAM: Channel Attention Module
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https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.1807.06521



 Task Aligned Assigner

 s is the classification score

 u is the IOU value

 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the weight hyperparameters

Task Aligned Assigner for matching strategy
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https://learnopencv.com/iou-loss-functions-object-detection/



 Classification Loss: VFL (VariFacal Loss)

YOLOv8 Loss Function
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https://paperswithcode.com/method/varifocal-loss



SiLU ActivationSiLU Activation



Activation function



Filter out unsuitable labels during training

43 https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5/issues/6238



Parameters of the four structures



CV Data Augmentation

https://blog.roboflow.com/yolov4-data-augmentation/

Mosaic



Non-Max Suppression (NMS)

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2020/08/selecting-the-right-bounding-box-using-non-max-
suppression-with-implementation/



Focus module

https://programmer.ink/think/analysis-of-yolov5-network-module.html



Cosine lr schedule
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CSP module - Bottleneck



CSP module - Bottleneck



SPP – Spatial Pyramid Pooling



Neck – Path Aggregation Network



Neck – Path Aggregation Network



Neck – Path Aggregation Network



Anchor

There will be Anchor frame with initial length and width

the anchor frame initially set by Yolov5 on the Coco data set:
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Total Loss



Total Loss
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𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝜆𝑏𝑜𝑥𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑥 + 𝜆𝑜𝑏𝑗𝐿𝑜𝑏𝑗 + 𝜆𝑐𝑙𝑠𝐿𝑐𝑙𝑠
𝜆𝑏𝑜𝑥 = 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜆𝑜𝑏𝑗 = 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝜆𝑐𝑙𝑠 = 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑥 = 

𝑖=0

𝑠2



𝑗=0

𝐵

𝕝𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑗

𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑜𝑈
𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑜𝑈 = 1 − 𝐼𝑜𝑈 +

𝜌2 𝑏, 𝑏𝑔𝑡

𝑐2
+

𝑣2

1 − 𝐼𝑜𝑈 + 𝑣

𝑣 =
4

𝜋2
(arctan

𝑤𝑔𝑡

ℎ𝑔𝑡
− arctan

𝑤

ℎ
)2

𝜌 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑐 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 (𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡, 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚)
𝑠2 = 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝐵 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑠

𝑖 = 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑

𝑗 = 𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑥

ℎ = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑥
𝑤𝑔𝑡 = 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑜𝑥

ℎ𝑔𝑡 = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑜𝑥

𝟙 obj is equal to one when there is an object in the cell, and 0 otherwise.



Total Loss

https://towardsdatascience.com/cross-entropy-for-classification-d98e7f974451



Distance IoU Loss
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DIoU loss is invariant to the scale of regression problem, and like GIoU loss, DIoU loss also provides the moving directions 
for predicted bounding boxes for non-overlapping cases.



TP, FP and FN

Image source: https://manalelaidouni.github.io/Evaluating-Object-Detection-Models-Guide-to-Performance-Metrics.html



Metric

Source: https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_the_best_metric_precision_recall_f1_and_accuracy_to_evaluate_the_machine_learning_model_for_imbalanced_data



Dilated convolution

https://paperswithcode.com/method/dilated-convolution



Normal convolution vs Depth-wise convolution
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Depthwise Separable ConvolutionNormal convolution 

3*(3*3*1) = 27 3*3*3*3 = 81 

3*(1*1*3) = 9

27 + 9 = 36 

https://medium.com/@zurister/depth-wise-convolution-and-depth-wise-separable-convolution-37346565d4ec



Normal convolution vs Depth-wise convolution
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/329740351_Analysis_of_Efficient_CNN_Design_Techniques_for_Semantic_Segmentation/figures?lo=1



YOLOv8 Loss Function
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AG: Attention Gate
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